
Stitch Resist Indigo Dyeing
Supplies needed to participate in the online workshop led by
Catherine Liu
liucthrn@gmail.com

Notes from Catherine Liu:

● For safety: You should not use dyes, mordants, or ink with anything you also use for food.

● I have included some links to affordable options if there is anything you do not already own.

Tools + Materials:

● Gridded ruler or quilting square

https://www.dickblick.com/products/westcott-c-thru-plastic-rulers/

● � Washable marking pen

https://www.michaels.com/clover-water-soluble-marker-fine/10156315.html

● � Fabric scissors

● Embroidery scissors/seam ripper (both are helpful if you have them)

● Heavy duty/upholstery sewing thread (I prefer bonded nylon, but polyester will also work. If

possible, pick a color that’s different from your fabric)

https://maiwa.com/collections/shibori/products/shibori-thread-small-brown

● � Kitchen twine/cotton string

● Sewing needles (any will do but, in general, pick ones where the eye is about the same width

of the needle. You can bring a few with different lengths to see what you like.)

https://maiwa.com/collections/shibori/products/needles-clover-gold-eye-milliners-pack-of-1
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● Scour for Cellulose Kit https://maiwa.com/collections/soaps/products/scour-for-cellulose

○ You may also purchase items individually. The amount you will need depends on how

much fabric you plan on using
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● �At least one fat quarter of white/light colored cotton poplin/broadcloth fabric (Feel free to

bring additional fabrics/clothing items you want to experiment with, just make sure they are

a cellulose fabric)

○ Prior to the first day of the workshop, scour and iron/steam all fabric you intend to

use. Instructions for scouring are found here:

https://maiwahandprints.blogspot.com/2010/12/natural-dyes-scouring.html

● �Thin rod like a chopstick, dowel, or the back of a paintbrush

● Bucket/bowl to soak fabric in

● Tarp

● Kitchen gloves

● �Dust mask

● Natural Indigo Kit https://maiwa.com/collections/indigo/products/natural-indigo-fructose-kit

If you would like to purchase these items individually, the kit contains:

○ 100g natural indigo powder (be sure to get natural indigo, not pre-reduced indigo)

○ 250g fructose (There are alternatives, which I will list at the end of this document.

However, for time and efficiency, please get pure fructose for the workshop.**

○ 250g calcium hydroxide (also known as pickling lime)

● 12 qt stock pot (stainless steel or enamel)

https://www.boscovs.com/shop/prod/stainless-steel-stockpot-12-quart/11954.htm

● For safety, you should not use dyes, mordants, or ink with anything you also use for food.

● Precision scale (0.1/0.01g increments is recommended)

○ https://www.amazon.com/AMIR-Upgraded-500g-0-01g-Stainless-Batteries/dp/B01H

CKQG7/

○ https://www.amazon.com/dp/B083J7G7ZX/ (similar model, but can be charged

through USB)

○ https://august.la/products/precision-scale?variant=852322033 (AMIR model;

Non-Amazon retailer)

● �Hot plate/cooktop/stove

https://www.lowes.com/pd/SPT-11-in-1-Burner-Black-Induction-Cooktop-Common-11-in-Actu

al-11-81-in/1002622880

● �Long wooden/silicone spoon, spatula, or stick for stirring
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● Rust-proof baking sheet with cooling rack

https://www.bedbathandbeyond.com/store/product/our-table-trade-2-piece-textured-jelly-roll

-pan-and-cooling-rack-set/5552531

● small watertight plastic container with 2-3 marbles/plastic dice

https://www.michaels.com/clear-lustre-mini-marbles-by-ashland/10556563.html

● Paper you'd like to dye: Any paper that can withstand water without breaking apart, pilling, or

heavily warping. In general, mulberry (kozo) or Western printmaking paper works well. Here

are some of my favorite affordable papers:

○ 100% mulberry: https://www.dickblick.com/products/thai-kozo-paper/

○ Lightweight western paper: https://www.talasonline.com/Rives-Lightweight-Paper

○ Mid-heavyweight western paper:

https://www.dickblick.com/products/fabriano-rosaspina-paper/

● Unsweetened soymilk (Optional: I will be covering a technique called sizing, which improves

the strength and water resistance of paper). You can either purchase a commercially

available carton or make your own by soaking dried soybeans for at least 30 minutes,

blending them in water, and straining the liquid through muslin.

● Binder/Bulldog clip

Optional Materials

Popsicle sticks; circle stencils; pH test strips; clothing iron; clean sponge, spray bottle with water,

Hake/wash brush, extra bowls that you do not also use for food

**Alternatives to Fructose:

These options are slower and less precise, but great if you want to reduce waste. I also personally like

them for maintaining a vat over a long period of time because the sugar does not exhaust as quickly

as pure fructose.

● Overripe fruit: In general, any sweet, not acidic fruit works best. Fruit should be peeled and

free of pits or seeds. Ideally, they should be blended/mashed and cooked for 30 minutes

before adding to the vat. Bananas and dates work well.

● Plant matter high in flavonoids: Madder, henna, and osage. These plants are also dye plants

so, if you know how, you can extract the dye first and then add the plants to the vat. Plant

matter should be broken up as much as possible before adding it to the vat

● Alcohol: Baijiu (a clear, highly alcoholic spirit) is used is some practices in China. Other

alcohols distilled from fermented wheat, grains, or rice may also work
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